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 THE LYTLE LETTER 
Question of the Week 

Brian, can a buyer waives her rights under the 
 Virginia Property Owner’s Association Act? 

 In a word, no. Va. Code § 55-
509.4, which sets forth the Act’s 
contract disclosure requirements 
and rights of cancellation, says: 

F. Except as expressly 
provided in this chapter, the 
provisions of this section and 
§ 55-509.5 may not be varied 
by agreement, and the rights 
conferred by this section and 
§ 55-509.5 may not be 
waived. 

(emphasis added).  So, that 
would seem to be a pretty 
definitive statement.  In fact, I’m 
pretty sure Lem Marshall takes 
the position that this provision 
means the REIN contract 
requirements obligating a buyer 

to acknowledge receipt, etc. or 
waive are not valid and 
enforceable.  Now, I’m not sure I 
would go that far but it is 
certainly possible a court might 
so rule.  I would point out though 
that under the Act a buyer does 
waive the right to cancel if not 
exercised by settlement. 

 As a practice pointer I would 
like to see our agents get an email 
from buyer clients 
acknowledging they have read 
and understand the packet, 
which might be prompted by a 
“do you have any questions” sort 
of email to them (print the reply). 

 Feel free to contact me if you 
have questions. 

It Depends 
random thoughts, observations, and more … 

October, 2008 
Calendar 

October 29, Noon, Lytle Law Lunch 
& Learn on Divorce. 
 
Although primarily for the Lytle 
group, all are welcome to attend, 
including your clients, referrals, etc. 
NN training room.  Agents will 
benefit from forms and practical 
advice  on divorcing sellers (and 
buyers), and your clients, etc. will 
get  a free basic consultation. 
 
Email Lara to RSVP. 

Thought of the Week 
 
When nothing seems to help, I go and look at a 
stonecutter hammering away at his rock 
perhaps a hundred times without as much as a 
crack showing in it. Yet at the hundred and 
first blow it will split in two, and I know it 
was not that blow that did it - but all that 
had gone before. 
 

Jacob Riis 

money could rise on her own, get elected 
mayor and governor (with an 80% approval 
rating), and then promptly get trashed and 
ridiculed in the media? Rumor has it that the 
Retreat movie will be available in DVD this 
week (with never before seen footage!) – see 
Liz or Sherry.  Read this article by Dirk Zeller 
about managing unrealistic buyers.  Good day. 

Smiley: A special smiley to John Womeldorf 
and his team of Double Agents (Jeff, Sherri, 
Margaret, Ted, Barbara, Alicia and Janet) for 
their winning performance at the retreat 
Agent Odyssey of the Mind competition.  
Well done.  Riddle Me This: Regardless of 
your political persuasion, how is it that a 
woman without any family connections or 

October 27, 4:00 to 6:00 p.m.  Brian 
will be presenting Agent Feud at 
VPAR for members.  2 hours 
approved CE, miscellaneous topics.  
VPAR headquarters. 
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